
Big bags from Contrecoeur ordered in advance,

+ an environmental approach

Secure purchases – A call for innovation



SECURING PURCHASES WITH SYNAGRI’S EARLY FERTILIZER DELIVERY PROGRAM GOES 
HAND IN HAND WITH HEALTH AND SAFETY 

AT FERME PASQUIER ENR. (LÉVIS, QC) 

FORESEEING THE UNPREDICTABLE

If you want to reduce the stress caused by product supplies, price increases or delivery delays, 
read this testimony and see how Ferme Pasquier enr. got organised this winter with Synagri’s
Early Fertilizer Delivery Program. Oh, and don't forget to contact your Synagri representative or 
agent as soon as possible for more information in order to benefit from the discounts of our 
Program! It's over here 👉 to join them: https://www.synagri.ca/contact/

SOME RESOURCEFULNESS FOR MORE SAFETY

Charles Paquet, from Ferme Pasquier enr. located in Lévis, produces potatoes. He stands out for 
his safe, but also ingenious side. Indeed, with Synagri’s Program, Charles Paquet managed to 
secure his big fertilizer bags in his warehouse at the end of January. Thus, it is with a peace of 
mind and with more time that he was able to place the bags on pallets, based on the order of 
use of the formulas. He was even able to build boxes to ensure that the transportation and the 
opening of the bags were safe. Although this required some technical adjustments, the producer 
is ready to repeat the experience of early deliveries, especially since such an organization helps 
with the handling of fertilizers in the field and the quality of the products remains excellent, 
even better, since there is less humidity in the winter. In short, the producer did well to follow 
the recommendations of his sales representative Geneviève Doucet both for the trial of the large 
bags delivered in advance and for the quantities to be expected.

BIG BAGS THAT CAN BE COLLECTED FOR THE HEALTH OF THE ENVIRONMENT

In addition to being proactive and meticulous in his work, Charles Paquet also wishes to act 
responsibly towards the environment. That is why he rolled and compacted the empty bags so 
that they could be picked-up by Synagri’s carriers and ultimately recycled by Cleanfarms
(https://cleanfarms.ca/). The early delivery of big bags then has benefits on several levels.

A special thanks to Ferme Pasquier enr. for this great testimony!

https://www.synagri.ca/contact/
https://cleanfarms.ca/

